
Wetland Restoration In Altered Landscapes
Do’s, Don’ts and Things To Think About

Wetland Restoration and Management
A Private Land Perspective



A couple thoughts to keep 
in mind:

Any tract of land has 
strengths and 
weaknesses;  avoid the 
temptation to force 
something on the 
landscape

Wetlands and waterfowl 
go hand in hand—be 
careful not to conflate the 
two issues

Good wetlands make 
good duck hunting areas, 
but good duck hunting 
areas don’t always make 
good wetlands



Our evolving attitude towards 
wetlands…

Before 1985: Conversion
1985 to 1990:  Protection

Era of “No Net Loss”

Food Security Act of 
1985-Swampbuster 
Provisions

1990 to present:
Restoration



Missouri 
WRP/WRE/FPE
(September 2022)
• Total Easements:  

1,137
• Total Acres:  

161,230

WET 1-Chillicothe
• Total Easements:  

418 (38%)
• Total Acres:  

50,484 (31%)



The significance 
of the last slide is 
that over the last 
30 years, we 
have had a 
tremendous 
opportunity to 
gain experience 
with different 
restoration 
methods and 
management 
challenges in a 
wide variety of 
floodplain 
situations



>WRP was born, and Wetland Emphasis Teams were created
>Restoration focus was on waterfowl use and seed production
>Little thought was given to wetland function
>Water depths averaged 18-24” with 100% surface coverage—topography
didn’t factor in
>Ring levees with narrow tops, excessive freeboard, steep slopes and side       
borrow

In the beginning…..



The Mighty Mallard



Resulting restorations 
were plagued with 
damage and had little 
diversity



Today’s Restoration Emphasis focuses on…
• Restoring the site to historic conditions as much as possible
• Recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of the tract and restore accordingly
• Thinking long term and focus on resiliency
• Utilizing landscape features when feasible--reintroduce macro-topography to the site 
• Do not “overpower” the existing topography—avoid “flood stage” wetlands, shallower depths 

dominate—recognize the importance of saturated areas
• Expanding the floodplain whenever possible—levee takedowns
• Addressing watershed needs where possible
• Complimenting existing public areas 



Old style
Current style

Berms/Levees
• Wider, flatter, less freeboard
Elevated Landscape Features (spoils)
• Emulate stream levees and other elevated floodplain features
• Wide tops, very little freeboard, flat slopes
• Provides habitat while serving as impoundment feature
• Extremely flood friendly
Depressional Landscape Features (creative borrow)
• This is where we achieve our depth
• Shapes should mimic the watershed
• Allows for diversity of depth across the whole tract



Be sure to consider location and size to reduce damage 
and increase site longevity

Floodplain Expansion & Levee Takedowns
Restoring floodplain connectivity is something we strive for 
whenever possible

Why?  Because in riverine systems, floodwaters, although not 
often timely, are the life blood of floodplain wetlands 



As our restoration philosophy has evolved, so have our thoughts on
management strategies for private wetlands, moving from an original emphasis 
on waterfowl use and hunting, to one that focuses more on plant diversity, 
wetland function and multi-species use, while keeping landowner objectives in 
the forefront

Wetland Management on Private Land



Plant diversity
Herps
Summer nesters20th Century Management



WRE Habitat Management for the 21st Century
• Work with site strengths: soils, topography, water sources
• Like restoration, don’t try to force something on the landscape 
• Encourage landowners to manage by elevation not pool—Consider late season drawdowns
• Encourage landowners to manage vegetation structure in addition to species richness
• Recognize the value of non-seed producing habitats and be willing to incorporate those 

habitats into the “whole”
• Employ a “passive-aggressive” attitude—in other words, work with climate patterns

and strike while the iron is  hot



Never lose sight of the value of diversity-diverse plant communities
will continually provide quality habitat for migrating waterfowl,
while at the same time providing critical habitat for resident and
breeding wetland dependent species



Management Example
Basic Tract Information
• 153 acre tract/120 acres of 

pool
• Restoration is 20+ years 

old
• 13 miles WNW of GP
• Soils are clayey, grassland 

soils except for the West ¼         
where they become more 
SiL

Management History
• Originally tried to manage

entire tract for moist soil  
production

• Soils and elevation were 
challenging

• Never been a food plot
planted

Current Management 
Strategy
• Stopped fighting woody 

invasion on SiL soils
• Lowest elevations 

managed as
emergent marsh or
open water except in      
dry years

• Roughly 40-50% is 
reliable moist soil year 
to year—the sweet spot

• Considerable attention 
given to managing 
structure of vegetation

Is it working?





Management Considerations
For Private Wetlands

Be sure to consider landowner 
objectives and more 
importantly their resources

Most private wetland owners 
are absentee, and are often 
limited on time, equipment 
availability and money

Tailor management suggestions 
accordingly and keep goals 
realistic



Disclaimer



Thoughts On Food Plots
• Are they necessary on WRE and other private wetlands?
• Is the expense better used for other management

activities?
• Food plots often have a negative impact on plant diversity

and water management



Thoughts On Food Plots
• Corn and milo do not naturally occur in wetlands and managing

for their success is contrary to successful wetland management
• Can’t manage wetlands out of a seed sack



Challenges We face
Since most private wetland owners have a hunting 
interest, a primary challenge we face is selling the 
idea that quality hunting is not sacrificed when 
providing diverse, quality wetland habitat.  In fact, 
quite the opposite is often true.



Challenges We Face

A companion challenge to the previous slide, is 
resource professionals finding the time to interact 
with private wetland owners to promote the 
overall benefits of diverse wetlands and how 
these habitats can be a boost to their total 
recreational experience



Challenges We Face

As resource managers, we must recognize that 
good waterfowl management is not necessarily  
synonymous with good wetland management. 



Challenges We Face
Many landowners view State & Federally 
managed wetlands as examples of how they can 
manage their wetland.  It’s hard to sell the value 
of native plant communities when landowners 
look at public land next door and see lots of row 
crop within the “wetland” pools.  It sends mixed 
signals.

The example we set on public wetlands is having a 
huge impact on the management of 161,000 acres 
of Missouri’s private wetlands.



Challenges We Face

We must take an honest look at our management 
strategies and grade ourselves on what we’re 
doing for the whole wetland resource and use a 
wider grading system than just birds per hunter



Lessons learned…
• Sound wetland restoration and management results in a high degree of plant 

diversity and subsequent wildlife uses--successes such as these help to keep 
the funding coming

• Many of the most diverse private wetlands also provide some of the best 
hunting

• The restoration styles developed through WRE can be successfully employed 
on public land as well



Recap and parting thoughts
• Work with the strengths and weaknesses of the land
• Build for resiliency—funds that are not used for repairs can be used for management, etc.
• Good wetlands are good duck spots, good duck spots aren’t always good wetlands—be

careful not to conflate the two
• As public land managers, we must keep in mind that our management strategies have a

tremendous influence on private land managers
• Finally, wetland restoration and management isn’t necessarily rocket science—

many of the most successful restorations are the simplest
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